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COME FALL IN LOVE WITH LEARNING

Class 6-10 (Math & Sc.) | Class 11-12 (JEE/ Med.)
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CAT | IAS | GRE | GMAT
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LEARNING SO ADDICTIVE
YOU’LL FALL IN LOVE WITH IT
Exclusive Classroom sessions and world class Video content created by India’s best teachers to help you master Math and Science as a foundation for competitive entrance exams.

Learn Anytime, Anywhere
All lesson videos are mapped to the curriculum to ensure complete preparation. Chapter-wise tests with detailed feedback and analysis.

Adaptive Learning
Adaptive testing modules for personalised learning
Each lesson and course intuitively adjusts itself to the learning pattern and aptitude of the child.

Traditional Learning VS The Byju’s Way of Learning

LEARN FOR EXAMS...
AND ALSO, LEARN FOR LIFE

GALLERY
The Learning tool designed by Byju’s is a huge boon to students like us. It’s like having a teacher with you 24/7. The tab is very informative and provides knowledge in great depth. It also helps in making-up missed out lessons and clears doubts. The Byju’s learning app incites a thirst for learning within every student. Last but not the least, the quality of teaching is very student-friendly and provides clarity.
Abhinav N, Bangalore, Class 11

I was initially skeptical of giving a tablet to my son of whether he would study or just use it for games. I’m pleasantly surprised that even once, I’ve never asked him to study and he does it all on his own. I’m able to see his progress on the Byju’s Mentor App which I’ve downloaded on my mobile. I can see how he has improved over the last month or even the last week. The results have shown in his mid-sem exams. We are eagerly waiting for the next year course now.
Anita R, Chennai, Parent of Class 10 Student

Learning at Byju’s is really a nice experience. They teach us in a very simplified manner and that gives us the motivation to study for all these competitive exams. Wonderful teachers are present to clarify any doubt that we may have. The two years of coaching that I have taken at Byju’s is an unforgettable experience for me.
Nitesh Kumar Jha, Bangalore, Class 12

Byju’s classes has been an excellent experience for me, and I feel that I took the right decision by joining this institute. The faculty and the admin staff at Byju’s have always given me the confidence to achieve my goals. The constant support and guidance from the teachers have helped me develop confidence to face the competitive exams and do my best. The teachers are very friendly, approachable and always available for any sort of help. Their unique style of teaching and explaining the subject, makes understanding any concept simple and easy.
Sharada, Bangalore, Class 12

A Teacher to guide you at every step

- Detailed records of your tests and performance are sent to the mentor
- Using analytical tools to chart performance patterns, the mentor prepares a custom lesson plan
- Student and mentor connect for 1-on-1 session

No random doubt clearing by a random teacher but direct, to the point doubt clearing by a teacher who knows everything about the way you learn, making it highly effective.

A 360° LEARNING TOOL

Real time feedback and reports to parents through the Mentor App

LEARNING APP

1. View coverage of tests & videos with timelines
2. In-depth analysis and real time feedback
3. Support at your fingertips

MENTOR APP
COURSES

Class 6-10
- IIT-JEE Foundation
- Math & Science

Class 11
- Integrated Learning
- JEE Mains + CET
- JEE Advanced
- Medical Entrance
- Board Exam

Class 12
- JEE Mains
- JEE Advanced
- CET Crash Course
- Medical Entrance
- Board Exam

Class 6-10 (Math & Sc.)
- Koramangala
- Jayanagar
- Indira Nagar
- JP Nagar
- HSR Layout
- Rajajinagar
- Hebbal
- Banaswadi
- Whitefield

Class 11-12 (JEE/MED/CET)

Classroom Centres

Classes also available in
- St Joseph’s
- Kumaar’s
- Jyoti Nivas
- PSBBLLA
- New Horizon
- Sindhi
- Whitefield Global
- Freedom Intt
- Cluny Convent
- Sudarshan Vidya Mandir
- NCFE
- CMR National
- Indian Academy
- Amaatra
- East Point
- Greenwood High
- Brigade School
- SGRVM (Bangalore)
- SSMRV (Jayanagar)
- Primus

and more

HOW IT WORKS

Stage 1
Classroom sessions by some of India’s Best teachers who have been there, done that

Stage 2
Revise all concepts at home on your handheld device

Stage 3
Practice to perfection with multiple tests with personalised feedback

Stage 4
360° Preparation in classroom and at home

Stage 5
Get even better with Customized Adaptive Learning modules

Stage 6
Reinforcement/ multiple revisions to ensure a complete understanding

Real time progress & updates shared with parents & mentors through the Mentor App

Mentoring sessions by experts. Ensure that no topic goes untaught and no doubt goes unanswered
GET THE BYJU’S CLASSES ADVANTAGE

Classroom sessions from Best of the trainers.

Complete Byju’s Learning App content preloaded with classes from India’s BEST Teachers for the ultimate preparation.

Comprehensive content, in-depth hard copy study material and robust testing module with 200 chapterwise tests and full length tests.

Time Based analysis, Performance Analysis, Question & Topic wise analysis and LOD analysis to ensure a holistic view of your performance.

Frequent Performance Reports for Parents to track the progress of their child.

Learn Byju’s copyrighted LIRI techniques to get those crucial extra marks to better your rank.

Time Management techniques-to maximize your score in minimum time without compromising on accuracy.

Solve seemingly difficult questions with relative ease, Learn useful Question selection tips to choose the easiest questions to save crucial time.

Unique Pattern Workshops based on previous years’ questions which will take you to a level where you can start predicting questions with ease.

CLASS 11& 12 INTEGRATED BATCHES FOR IIT-JEE / Med.

Now get the best of both

In Bangalore’s Reputed colleges
From India’s Best Teachers
✓ Board Classes ✓ Entrance Coaching

AS A PARENT OF A STUDENT GOING TO CLASS 11, ISN’T THIS WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?

All training under one roof
Board + entrance coaching in our integrated program

Best teachers
Only the very best get through our teacher selection process

Result oriented batch mates
Assured in toppers’ batches selected through test

Personalised Learning Device
With preloaded classes from India’s BEST Teachers & comprehensive tests with individualized feedback & analysis

If your answer is YES!! Then trust the biggest education brand in Bangalore & one of India’s fastest growing education companies.
If you “LOVE TO LEARN” the results will show

We have proved that in the first year itself
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All India Ranks in the Top 100

KUNAL MITTAL
AIR 20

WAGH YASH GOVIND
AIR 71

ARSHDEEP SINGH
AIR 41

SAKSHAM JINDAL
AIR 97

BYJU RAVEENDRAN
CAT Topper & India’s No.1 Trainer

ANITA KISHORE
IIM Ahmedabad Gold Medalist & Physics Olympiad Winner

DIVYA GOKULNATH
University Rank Holder & Bio-technology Topper

AANAND SRINIVAS
NIT Trichy Alumnus & an NLP Expert

SIDDESH JOGLEKAR
An Alumnus of IIM Calcutta

ARJUN MOHAN
An Alumnus of NIT-C and a Gold Medalist from IIM-K

ANUP VERMA
Alumnus of IIT Kharagpur, MBA from IIM, Bangalore

VINAY M R
CAT & GMAT 99 Percentiler

RIKU SAYJU
An Alumnus of IIM Ahmedabad

Their credibility and passion for teaching is unmatched. The learning methodology developed by our young group of teachers, who are handpicked by Byju himself, are among the brightest minds in the country, and they will help you learn not just for exams, but for life.